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EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY, RELEASE AND ASSUMPTION OF RISK
PARK ACTIVITIES CAN BE DANGEROUS
In exchange for being able to enter Loveday
4x4 Adventure Park, you agree:
• To release Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park,
promoters, sponsor organisations, land
owners and lessees, volunteers organizers
of the events, their respective servants,
officials, representatives and agents
(collectively, the "Associated Entities")
from all liability for your death, personal
injury (inc burns), psychological trauma,
loss or damage (including property
damage) ("harm") howsoever arising from
your participation in or attendance at the
Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park, except to the
extent prohibited by law;
• That Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park and
the Associated Entities do not make any
warranty, implied or express, that the park
and or event services will be provided with
due care and skill or that any materials
provided in connection with the services
will be fit for the purpose for which they are
supplied; and
• To attend or participate at your own risk.

You acknowledge that you may suffer harm as
a result of the risks associated with attending
or participation at Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park.
These risks may consist of but are not limited
to:
• Tracks and Facilities not safety, operated,
erected or constructed
• Acts of violence and other harmful acts
(whether intentional or inadvertent) committed
by persons attending or participating at Loveday
4x4 Adventure Park; and
• The failure or unsuitability of facilities
(including grand-stands, fences and guard rails)
to ensure the safety of 		
persons or
property at the event.
• Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park can be
dangerous and that accidents causing harm can
and do happen and may 		
happen to you.
You accept the conditions of, and acknowledge
the risks arising from, attending or participating
at Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park and events and
being provided with the Loveday 4x4 Adventure
Park services and entities.

R-E-S-P-E-C-T
Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park has come a long
way from where we started; a few mates coming
over for a weekend to running a large business,
hosting up to 300 vehicles on a weekend.
With such large numbers comes change, most
importantly a need for visitors to cooperate with
the owners and for the owners to provide a safe
and fun venue for all visitors.
As owners of the property we are the first realize
there is a need to respect the land.

We all cringe and rant on Facebook when tracks
are closed, beaches are shut down or someone
dumps their rubbish in a National Park.
Living on this property our family understands
they have to respect all aspects of the land. The
odd misdemeanour could have been tolerated
years ago, however with the large number of
visitors to the park these issues are multiplied
many times and therefore cause much larger
issues.

Top seven ways to respect Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park
• ROAD RULES: Stay on existing tracks and obey signs. 300 short cuts per weekend
decimates our land and vegetation. Small trees and vegetation are next year’s
trees and shade.
• DONUTS: We all love circle work but please do it in the playground area only to
avoid ruining the tracks.
• MUD: We love it and it’s one of the many reasons our visitors hit the park. We have
supplied plenty of it in the playground for your enjoyment. If every visitor decided to
play in the mud they find out on the tracks, it becomes impassable for others.
• FIRE: There’s nothing like a campfire while you’re camping, however finding fire
places full of broken glass is dangerous for everyone. Get in the habit of bringing
your own bins or milk crates, then empty them when you’re done at the Tavern.
• FIRE WOOD: In an effort to reduce devegetation on our land, you are prohibited
from cutting and collecting firewood. Please bring your own with you or you can
purchase from the Tavern.
• RUBBISH: We supply multiple bins at the tavern for all of your rubbish. We ask that
you please collect all rubbish from your campsite and dispose at the tavern. This
includes bottle caps, ring pulls and cigarette butts.
• TOILET PAPER: The Tavern has paper bags available to place your litter in and
dispose of, either in the fire or your garbage receptacle.

Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park is on 8000 acres of private property, encompassing all the
environmental features to create a perfect place for 4 wheel driving adventures. The park is also a
working produce and cattle property.
This unique property maintains 14kms of the mighty Murray River with great camp sites near
the banks. Our camp sites are 2WD car, caravan and boat friendly. From the River, the property
transforms from smooth clay flats, through to creek beds, to deep soft sand hills.
The Northern upper part of the property has a mixture of stony hills, through to sandy mallee scrub.
The property occupies two of its very own natural lakes, located next to each other and adjoined by
a small creek. These lakes have the distinct feature of a pair of spectacles—hence the name of the
property—”Specs Lakes”.
The Loveday Tavern is the heart and soul of the Park. There is plenty for the whole family to do. Mum
and Dad can relax and enjoy a few drinks at the fully licensed bar, while the kids go and play on the
lawn area and play ground.

EVERYTHING
EVERY DAY
FOR
EVERYONE
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dream becomes
reality
The other day I was sitting in the Tavern talking to Toby Whateley’s
grandmother. “Every year we would ask Toby “what do you want for
Christmas”. Quick as a flash the same answer would come back “a
trophy truck”.
However, the young fella would have to serve a long apprenticeship
before realising his dream. The boys spotted a Can Am at the Brisbane Show in 2012. This has led to the most successful Australian
Can Am racing team to date.
The Loveday Offroad Racing Team brought respectability to the
Australian Side by Side scene finishing Australian #2 overall, for the
2019 season.
Toby’s dream started when he would sit in Tony’s car on long trips
with a pad and pencil costing out various race cars. Class 7 led to
Class 8, followed by Class 5, then finally Class 4.
The new Trophy Truck does not spell the end of the Can Ams at
Loveday. Instead, a huge new era of racing SxS along with Class 4,
over a variety of events Australia wide is just beginning.
The breakthrough came when Chris Western launched Rush Trucks
– Flat Pack Trophy Trucks Delivered to your Door. Toby had the pen
and pad out in an instance, and was on the phone to Simon Herrmann, of SBH Engineering fame. Six pads later the deal was done.
Chris Western offers a huge range of options, from flat pack to
Dakar ready. The Loveday boys with their wealth of talent opted for
the basic flat pack and set about building the truck and additional
components to their required specifications.
Just a few include:
• Engine Standard 6 Litre LS2
• Transmission – Albins 6 speed box
• Mickey Thompson 37” Baja MTZ P3
• Crome moly -1 ¾” x 0.120” and 1 ½” x o.120”
• Fox Shocks - front and rear 4” bypass x 3” coil over
• Wheel travel – Front 24” and Rear 28”
• Wheel Base – 123”
• Wheel Track 92”
• Steering – Howe wide spread rack
• Rear housing – custom fabricated Ford 9”
• Brakes – vented 12 ¼” rotors 6 piston Willawood
The truck made its debut at the 2019 Loveday 350, completing a
couple of laps just to sort out a few gremlins. It will summer in the
shed while the team gets to work with finalising such things as the
suspension, dash, navigation and colour scheme.
Keep your eyes out for the new truck during the 2020 season.

Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park has many things to offer,
from day trips, camping and many organised events held
throughout the year.
Day Trips
If you're a keen 4x4 driver and just looking to have some fun for the day, then head on out for a day
trip. Day trips are $50 per vehicle and this gives you access to the whole park for just the day.

Accessible with 2WD, 4WDs,
campervans and caravans of all sizes
Camping
We have many campsites along the mighty Murray River or we have our tavern camp ground.
Camping is $60 per vehicle (inc 2wds) for the first night, and $20 for every extra night after that.
We ask all visitors to come straight to the Tavern on arrival and sign in. The Park has fully
functional toilets for both men and women, located at the rear of the Tavern. We also have hot
showers for just a gold coin donation.
As a privately owned property we ask all visitors to respect the environment and clean up after
themselves. If you are camping and require fire wood, we ask you to please visit the tavern and
purchase wood, or bring your own from home.
Loveday comes under the River Murray Environmental Protection act, which means it’s illegal for
us and any persons to collect or burn wood from the property. We at Loveday believe it's part of
the camping experience to be able to sit around a camp fire at night. We buy loads of wood in from
outside the area for campers to be able to purchase and enjoy the camping life.
Collecting fire wood is STRICTLY PROHIBITED.

SLEEP UNDER THE STArS

This camping trip, give
yourself a good nights rest
with a comfortable swag
and stretcher from ARB.

comfort of a 75mm corrugated mattress plus
the support of the stretcher and the choice
of having up to 5 windows open to allow air
flow and temperature control. The Stretcher
has a boot bag to store shoes away from the
elements and set up is super quick!

Nothing hurts more than an uncomfortable
nights sleep. Whether your mattress was too
thin or the temperature wasn’t quite right, the
next day you’ll feel every minute of missed
sleep and it could ruin your trip.

To add to the list of must haves, you can
get the ARB Deluxe sleeping bag or the
ARB Compact sleeping bag to suit different
temperatures and keep you comfortable all
night.

By getting yourself the ARB SkyDome Swag,
and the new ARB Stretcher, you’ll have the

ARB SkyDome Single Swag
Quick set up
5 midge-proof flyscreened
windows
75mm corrugated mattress

ARB Stretcher
Quick set up/pack down
Included boot bag
Support up to 150kgs

ARB Deluxe / Compact Sleeping Bag
Warm sleeping bag
Able to join together for double bag
Deluxe has a removable fleece lining
for extra warmth

BoHo-Chic
comes to
Loveday
How does a girl camped at
the Loveday Tavern, on the
banks of the River Murray,
come up with the fantastic
line of jewellery “My Onshore
Creations?”
Jodie was brought up in
Seaford, in the southern
suburbs of Adelaide, later
moving to Normanville,
the jewel of the Fleurieu
Peninsular. The peninsular
is surrounded by beautiful
white sandy beaches,
where a lifestyle of surfing,
swimming, fishing and
boating thrive.
Some of Jodie’s best
memories during this time
were of walking along the
beaches collecting shells
and making small bangles
and necklaces.
Anyway, the years passed
and here she is, the beautiful
partner of park owner, Tony.
Yes, yes yes, we all know
Tony is punching above his
weight.
The creative streak that had

developed all those years ago
slowly surfaced with her new life
at Loveday and “My Onshore
Creations” was born.
Jodie’s designs are inspired by
Boho-chic, a fashion drawing
on various bohemian and hippie
influences. It is full of life, culture,
hope and excitement. Jodie
brings her own unique influence
to this style by combining the sea
of her childhood and the waters of
the River Murray.
A selection of jewellery is always
on display in the Tavern Shop.
Beautiful bangles, stainless steel
earrings and mystic key rings
are all available to purchase at
extremely good prices.

TRAVEL BAN HIT HARD
With the COVID-19 pandemic
hitting Australia in March, we saw
our busiest period hit by a wave of
restrictions and cancellations.
At the park itself, the inaugural ARB
4x4 Culture LIVE event that was
due to be held over March 21-22
was cancelled, followed by the
Loveday 320 and then a section of
the upcoming Australian Off Road
Championship events were either
cancelled or postponed.
While this affected the park overall,
we’re also very aware of how
customers and park-goers have
been missing the action at their
favourite 4x4 park.
We opened the doors again in May,
after a closure of 8 weeks and are
very happy to report an influx of
bookings - people are clearly as
excited to get back as we are to host
them!
With your favourite campsites ready
to go and after a bit of reprieve, the
property is looking better than ever.
Before this hit, we were in the
process of making a few upgrades
around the park and this forced
closure definitely assisted us get the
last few things done.
We have 3 new showers and a
brand new men’s toilet, which is set
back from the grass to be in line with
the women’s toilet. A new 80m long
fence to separate the front and back
of the tavern, a shed to house the
jet-ski’s and we re-wired the tavern
to avoid any future black outs.
We have spent hours building new
solid timber tables for the tavern and
regrading about 4km of the road (I’m

sure you noticed the smooth drive in!)
The coffee machine has had a good
work out the past few weeks, huge
turnover. We take money from the till,
put it in the machine and at the end
of the week, get the money out of the
machine and back in the till!
Outside of the property work, we’ve
worked on Toby’s Rush Trophy Truck
and new CanAm X3. This X3 is the
fastest yet! We’re looking forward to
the shortened off road race season
this year.

PARK RULES
NO DRINK DRIVING
NO COLLECTING WOOD FROM THE PROPERTY
STAY ON TRACKS DON’T MAKE NEW ONES
WATER HAZARDS CAN BE OVER 1 METRE DEEP
CHECK WATER AND MUD LEVELS BEFORE ENTERING
NO NIGHT 4x4 DRIVING
DON’T RIP UP ROADS AFTER RAIN
NO MOTORBIKES
40KPH SPEED LIMIT
NO CIRCLE WORK
HAVE RESPECT FOR OTHERS AND THE PARK

Noise travels so keep you music quiet, or just enjoy country peace and quiet.
Night clubs have music, campers have natural sounds and good conversations.
KEEP OUT

You can not go there
TRACK CLOSED

Track is closed you can not go there
PRIVATE TRACK

This is for the owners only
STAY ON TRACK

Stay on the main track. Do not go off the track

ONLY DRIVE WHERE YOU ARE CERTAIN YOU CAN DRIVE. IF YOUR NOT SURE ASK AT THE
TAVERN

Please understand that roads cost money to grade so respect them.
People need to tow caravans and boats along these roads.

« RUSSELL’S
CREEK 1

GASLINE 2 »

« RUSSELL’S
CREEK 2

1km

GASLINE 1 »
« RUSSELL’S
CREEK
« SAVAGE

MOUSE »

« SNAG
« CALLOP LEDGE
« OLD SHADY

FISHERMAN’S »

« HILLS
7 MILE »
« SANDBAR 3
« SANDBAR 2
« SPARE CAMP
SANDBAR 0 »
« SANDBAR 1

500m

« DOCK
« DROP OFF

« RED GUM
« LIGNUM
« 3 TREE BEACH

GASLINE 3 »

« PUMP

ARR CREEK »

CHANNEL »

BUSH »

RUIN »
RUIN CREEK »

FAMILY »

MICKEY T »

ROPE SWING »

THE LEDGE »

LONE BOX »

BAZZA »

CHINA »

DOUG’S »

HIDEWAY »
TURTLE »

WARRATAH »

GASLINE 4 »

PRIVATE PROPERTY
KEEP OUT

Riverland

Gel Blasters

BRING OUT YOUR
COMPETITIVE SIDE
The latest craze to sweep the country, Gel
Blasting, is up and running at Loveday. Riverland
Gel Blasters have set up camp at the Loveday
4x4 Adventure Park and constructed an
extremely entertaining course. Make sure you
visit the Tavern Shop and check out the amazing
range of Gel Blaster weapons on sale.
I was lucky enough to be staying at Loveday
when a group booked in. They needed a few
extras for two good sized teams and soon
rounded up a few stray campers. I tagged along
to check out what all the excitement was about.
The first thing that you notice is the huge
variety of weapons. Pistols, shotguns, assault
and sniper rifles are all there. So are all
the accessories, from fast loaders to spare
magazines and camouflage.
A great option about Riverland Gel Blasters is
that you don’t need any of these to have a go.
Everything can be provided when you book into a
session.
A few of the mob looked a bit hesitant, especially
those that had no idea what they had gotten
themselves into. “How much does it hurt” was
a popular question. Gel balls are biodegradable
water hydrated pellets made from a
material called Sodium Poly Acrylate. The gel
balls are very small initially and need to be
'hydrated' and grown for use with Gel Blasters. If
you shot yourself close up it would hurt like hell,

but at any range over a couple of meters you
hardly notice being shot.
With one eye open expecting an ASIO raid any
minute, the group was broken into two teams and
instructions given. One in particular “don’t shoot
the photographer or shit will happen” was
emphasized.
A number of strategic games have been
introduced to encourage teamwork and group
participation. All ages can participate fully. Apart
from being bloody great fun, the activities would
also suit corporate style team building. You could
bring your boss out for a session and shoot the
living daylights out of him or her.
A highlight of the session occurred when one
of the girls ran up to me and said, “My thingy
won’t shoot”. Probably though I was a caring old
grandfather figure. In this modern age of
additional genders, I carefully replied “don’t worry
about it love, mine hasn’t shot for a couple of
years, you will get over it.” She left mumbling
something like “I wish this was a real gun.”
Very hesitant at first, I was quickly converted by
the great fun everyone was having. It was great
to see a mob running around outdoors laughing
their heads off, changing plans on the run and
generally having the time of their lives.
Riverland Gel Blasters is another winner at the
Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park.

Paddy’s Kitchen
Over the years, a great mob has been involved
with catering at Loveday. Tony’s famous pig on
a spit drew a crowd to the early events. Mobile
caterers proved very popular followed by Tony
opening a kitchen within the Tavern. A couple of
great caterers followed as bits and pieces were
added until recently, when the kitchen underwent
a major upgrade. A coffee machine using quality
beans is one of the highlights.
Then along came Paddy, a fully qualified
chef dressed in a pretty apron and lovely hat.
Tony was unable to resist the temptation and
immediately hired him. ‘Paddy’s Kitchen’ was
born. Paddy is also employed at the local
Bunnings. Paddy only uses the best quality saw
dust from work for his sausage rolls.
Having cooked in some of the Riverland’s
leading restaurants and hotels, Paddy has built
up an intimate knowledge regarding the regions
fresh food resources and suppliers. No frozen,

prepacked schnitties here folks.
Paddy preps a lot of the food at home, along with
baking fresh pastries and other delicacies. Grass
fed beef is locally sourced, as is much of the
other ingredients used at Paddy’s Kitchen. The
Riverland is one of the largest and best market
gardens in Australia. Local free range chooks
can’t wait to be turned into Chicken Parmigiana.
The boys have recently acquired a mobile pizza
oven, which has proven to be hugely popular
at events. Try out Paddy’s secret tomato pizza
base, grow and produced right here in Barmera.
Recent steak nights, birthdays and even a
wedding have proved a huge success for Paddy
and Paddy’s Kitchen. Check out Paddy for
special drink packages and catering for your next
work show, party, wedding or funeral.
And make sure you check out the menu when
visiting Loveday.

PIZZA

In my humble opinion camping should be
about relaxing for the whole family. Sit back,
have a few beers, spend some time with the
kids and spend a sneaky moment with your
partner.

Riverland’s most popular pizza shop, run by a
local Italian family that have been in the business
for forty years. Someone got the idea to ask
them to make bases for Loveday and it went
from there.

Instead of cooking all night why not just
jump in the car and head up to the Tavern
for a delicious wood fired pizza. Pizzas are
available most Saturdays for lunch and tea
and lunch on Sunday. Maybe even buy a
takeaway as you are going out the gate on
Sunday.

Combined with one of the best bases in
Australia, straight from Nona’s secret recipe
and fresh ingredients these authentic pizzas are
going off. Don’t forget that local redgum flavor
wafting around the oven and infusing those
mouthwatering ingredients and bubbling cheese.
Tony and Jodie offer all the favorites as well as
specials from local in season ingredients.

Tony and Jodie source their ingredients from
the Riverland, with a lot grown right on the
property. Over the last couple of months,
they have been trialing pizza bases from all
over the place, trying to get one similar to the

C & C CYCLES
Bicycle Sales

•

Repairs

•

Accessories

21 BALDOCK ROAD, WAIKERIE SA 5330
SHOP HOURS
Mon - Fri 9am to 5pm
Sat 9am to 12pm

Craig Ward
0417 837 804

Corinna Ward
0404 207 512
C & C Cycles Riverland

FOR
HIRE

HUGE RANGE OF

TRUCKS, UTES
& TRAILERS

ONE WAY HIRES

AVAILABLE

CAR CARRIERS
ENCLOSED TRAILERS

Move your non-roadworthy car
safely and securely.

TRITON UTES
Massive pulling power and
huge cage tray for versatile
jobs.

Great for protecting valuable household
goods and furniture during transit.

OVER 1000 LOCATIONS
AUSTRALIA WIDE

HORSE FLOATS
Hassle-free transportation for
up to two horses.

PLENTY OF TRAILER SIZES
& CONFIGURATIONS

PLAIN TRAILERS

CAGED TRAILERS
CUSTOM BUILT, GREAT
QUALITY

General all purpose trailers available
in a variety of sizes.

Makes moving hard rubbish or other
large items a breeze.

BOOK ONLINE AND SAVE
ON YOUR HIRE!

TRUCKS

Perfect for moving large appliances,
furniture and general household goods.

FIND YOUR NEAREST
AGENT TODAY!

www.moveyourself.com.au

www.moveyourself.com.au

1300 882 187

www.moveyourself.com.au

1300 882 187

Tacker Attack

Can the
Bottle
You are sitting under a beautiful Red River
Gum on the banks of the mighty River
Murray having a refreshing ale. You have
finished setting up. The sun is shining
and the fire is well on the way for some
brilliant coals for the big camp oven cook
up.

laying around. Couple of wine bottle hear
and a few stubbies there. You are part of
the problem, not part of the solution.

The wife is happy having a few wines.
The kids are running wild and having the
time of their lives. This is what the
Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park is all about.

Maybe the mob camped there before you
all had good intentions. You know how it
is after you have had a few. Sneak into
the bush for a leak with your beer, finish it
off and throw it in the bushes, no one will
see it or get to it there. Except maybe a
kid.

“You are part of the problem, not part
of the solution.”

All of a sudden there is a blood curdling
scream from one of the kids. You drop
everything and sprint towards the noise
hoping for the best. With horror you
Packing up on Sunday is a crap job. How
realise that all is not well as your son’s
easy is it to think this is not my bottle and
foot is squirting blood all over the place as kick it in the bushes? Or you finish off your
he sits there screaming. A broken beer
last one before the trip home and can’t be
bottle is laying nearby.
bothered packing it away. No one will notice, after all the mob before camped here
Thank God it’s not an artery, but the cut
didn’t. If brains were all that killed you,
is deep and about the width of the broken
some people would live forever.
beer bottle. You scream at the wife to get
the car to rush the boy to hospital, hoping
“If brains were all that killed you,
the coppers don’t nab you for DUI.
some people would live forever”
Your weekend is stuffed, the lad is in
hospital overnight and you set about
packing up. Shit, who left all the bottles

For the good of everyone, all visitors and
campers we are asking you to replace all
bottles with cans.

